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TEE ONE R9014 SATELLITE

On May 31, l965 the first intercontinental TV classroom exchange took

place between the Unied States and France. A French 'arias at the West Bend

Wisconsin High School assembled with their teacher at the unusual hour of

7:00 A.M. on the Memorial Day holiday. tt id probably true that only an

"international incident" would entice students into school dui lag vecatIone

On this particular morning, this class was to be combined for one hour

with its counterpart at the Wee:: Henri IV of Paris, France. The intercon-

nection was accomplished by means of the Early Bird Satellite. The video and

audio pickup in the West Bend classronn TAMS bandied by the television mat of

the University of Wisconsin. The sigrais from cameras and microphones were

sent across the country by microwave to Andover, Mains (the North American

ground station of the Communications Satellite Corporation.)

At Andover the picture and sound signals were transmitted 22,300 miles

out into space to the Early Bird Communications Satellite which is a synchronous

(stationary) orbiting Instrument located above the Equator between Africa and

South America. The signals were received by Early Bird and re-transmitted

22,300 miles be At to earth to be received at a Europea ground station located

at PleiaeurBodous France. tt was bore at the American television picture

consisting of 525 scan lines was translated to a French television picture

consisting of 819 scan lines. The picture was then transmitted into the class

room of the LyceirHenri 1V0

The French Broadcasting System bad their cameras and microphones located

in that classroom. The sound and pictures originating there followed in reverse

who same 47;000 miles route just described. One must remind himself that this

is almost twice the distance around the earth. When the hour long class began

it was 700 A.M. in West Bend and 1:30 P.M. in Paris. The American students

spoke in French, and the French students spoke in 'Wig:



How does such a day arrive? One might say that the project began July 10,

1962 when Telstar was put into orbit. The specific program was first cc-2,7:eived

38 being practical and possible by U. W. Professor Lee S. Dreyfus in the summer

1963, and the first correspondence related to the historic classroom exchange

is dated in September of that year.' Radiodiffuion - Television ?villain, the

French Broadcasting System, immediately grasped the significance of the project

and agreed to finance and provide the facilities in Europe. A. T. & T. provided

the use of the satellite, and the school system to be selected was to provide the

funds for the necesaary land line connections. Duc to a combination of circump

stances including problems with Telstar and the inability to get the needed local

support, the classroom interchange was delayed indefinitely.

In early April of this year, Superintendent Paul Loofboro of West bend and

Professor Dreyfus met at the University of Wisconsin Research and Development

Center for Learning and Rei-edwatiem to discJes the development of television as

4 tool in classroom instruction. The Telstar project (now Early Bird) was

mentioned and caught the Superintendeutts imagination. Moving quickly, he

located local supporters to provide a major share of the needed funds, Prom

this point on, some 100 people were sat in motion for the next six weeks; and at

7:30 A.M. on the last day of May, their efforts became an historic fact.

The mechanics and electronics involved in such a project are Impressive, but

calculable. At this point in the development of international space comunication,

however, our human development has not kept pace with its electronic counterpart.

The elements of frustration and ambivalence which occurred were the result of

language, thought, and action occurring simultaneously on two separated

continents.

On May 13, 1965 we were informed that any experimental utilisation of Early

Bird would have to be implemented before the end of the month. The decision was



made to activate the project, and Praosser Gary Gumpert was assigned as the

producer for the United States portion of the telecast.

Where does one start to develop and plan an international telecast faced

with a seventeen day deadline? The only information available was the time,

the place, some names in West Bend, and some ideas which had to be translated

and articulated into a meaningful educational experience. Fortunately, we were

it agreement on the basic principle that this telecast was not to be a "show,"

bit rather an education adventure for all students involved. We hoped that

Paris would agree and thought that soma French producer was at the very

Taament, medite.aeg over 4*mi/en plans and problems. Up to tide point there

had been no contact With our operational counterparts in Paris.

The immediate task was to go to West Bend in order to meet administrators,

students and school. it was evarememly important to find an appropriate

cla3sroom large enough to contain students, paraphernalia, and technicians.

Madame Helene Cassidy, our French language consultant, toot: the opportunity

to watch one of the French classes while the producer sought a room which

would be large enough, light enough, and accessible to the myriad but limited

lent% cables of the mobile unit. We decided to use individual headsets

to preVent feedback of the audio signal coming from Frances If headsets

had not been provided, our students would have heard their own voices delayed

by four tenths of a second, due to the distance of the satellite frot earth.

This delayed audio is known to cause temporary stuttering. An outside view,

in this case the West Bend athletic field, was used to establish some sense

of a physical environment, one quite different from that of Paris.

Madame Cassidy's evaluation of, the studenmtibe:'4eavviraavAhat'therwere

good high school students. Howevez% we were informed that the students of

0'
the Woes Henri IV would be far more accomplished in their grasp of English
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since they were basically second year c liege students. We appeared to be

outmatched: We wanted the entire project to have a Sense of spontaneity,

and yet we wilted to prepare the students for what lay ahead of theme

Therefore, fifteen of the students were selected to travel to the University

of Wisconsin television studio for an orientation session. Befor leaving

West Bend, some possible discussion subjects were suggested to the members

of the class and they were asked to strengthen their French vocabulary in

these areas.

A period of time was spent orienting the students to tie camera. This

was important since the students were going to see the 1:2:ench students on

television receivers, but would have to talk directly to a camera in front

of them. The second part of the afternoon was spent in role playing. The

production staff, representing the French students asked questions in English.

Since there still had not been any contact with the producer-directors

in Paris, it was decided to formulate a semi-structure for the telecast,

a structure which would nct destroy the immediacy and spontaneity of face

to face contact between students. This structure was developed with Mr.

Ted Nielsen, the director for the United States portion. The basic format

was as follows:

I U.S.A. introduction and greeting - 3 minutes

II France - response - 4 minutes

II/ U.S.A. photo essay describing West Bend - 4 minutes

IV Prance - description of Lyceel- 4 minutes

Open discusAon to close - 45 minutes

At this point facility requests, art orders, and as many of the arrange-

ments that could be made were completed in Madison. A crew was assigned.

They consisted of an engineering staff of two audio men, one video engineer,



and e videotape perator; a production staff t9hich uonsistcd of one producer,

one director, three cameramen, two assistant directors, two floor managers,

one photographer, and one staging-lighting man.

Mr. Jacques Sallebert, Permanent Representative of the French Broadcast-

ing System in New York, was called to ascertain the identity of the French

producer-director. Because of some technical problems in Paris, Mr. Sallebert

had not yet received this information. It was then necessary to call Mr.

uctIrl Dieuseide, Director of the Department of Radio Television Education

in Paris. The process of placing a transatlantic telephone call is apparently

an art. The art of surmounting the language barrier through an interpretor

(in this case the producer informed Mr. Dieuseide timougb Madame Cassidy

of the proposed ideas) is an adventure in frustration* At that time the

name of the French producer-director was requeste-2 once again. This

Information was not yet available. The call was made on the 25th of May,

six days before the telecast.

BecauNa of a umber of red:Lawns it was decided that the live telecast

would be limited to the classroom and severe/ areas in the school where

spectators could watch the event. The telecast could, however, be video

tape recorded and telecast to the public that night.
2

rm order to accomplish

the recording it was necessary to improvise a new switching system* There

would be a director in the mobile unit controlling the various cameras of

the American transmission of the program, just as there would be a director

in Franc; to control his cameras and shots. Tkw producer, also in tige mobile

unit, had an additional switching unit whereby he was able to select either

the American or French video signal for recording.

Only three days before the telecast, the French producer - director was

named. The French Wected to the lick of back-up circuits to cover any
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audio failure of the satellite and the lack of a fully structured one hour

program. They did not understand that fwe us the demonstration had no

significance unless At was by satellite. They also did not understand that

this was intentionally unstructured in order to permit a true communication

exchange.

A new and different problem arose. Several requests were made by news-

men and reporters to be allowed in the classroom during the telecast. It

was decided that newsmen in the classroom would distract the students and

vitiate the experiment. However, arrangements were made to allow reporters

to interview students add take photographs after the telecast.

With a multitude of problems and a mixture of optimism and pesaimism

the University of Wisconsin television unit left for West Bend on the morning

of May 30, 1965. Every minute of that day was spent in tho task of carrying

equipment up to the room, connecting cameras, testing equipment, and adding

additional lights. That night a rehearsal occurred for students, crew,

and equipment.

Crew call was 5:00 A.M. the next morning. The equipment was turned on

and the students arrived at 6:30 A.M. Anything that could be rehearsed was

rehearsed; equipment was rechecked. Each uew technical problem was solved

as it arose.

At 7:30 A.M. we received a picture from Paris, France. All problems

were not yet solved, however. Apparently the French were not getting our

audio signal into the classroom at the French school. Vrecious minutes

passed! The audio problems were not resolved until 7:53 A.M. Thus, for

lack of a separate coordinating line twenty -three minutes of satellite time

were 'lost. We would not recommend to future producers that they try to operate

internationally without a separate coordinating line.
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After the photogre.phic essay on West Bend, there was unexplained laughter

on both sides, the ice was broken, and student began talking to student

unaware of the physical dL3tance between them. Here was the communication

we sought, for ex3mple, a French Beaty fan, who said he plays the electric

Guitar, noted that "We don't like them (Beatles) in the same way as you do."

He did an imitation of an American girl effected.hii"Beatlemanii." He asked

why American girls scream and shout when they hear the Beatles, A: West.

Bend girl answered, "When a girl screams she doesn't know why." She had

forgotten to answer in French. She had also forgotten about technicians and

camerae. She only wanted to communicate to a nel 2riend in Paris. However,

for the most part, the Amer laans used their newly learned Franck. The

conversation ranged from leisure time activities, to automobile driving, to

books, authors, plays, and modern philosophy. Suddenly the time ran out:

The two teachers waved goodbye to each other and their images vanished

from the screen.

The first reaction of our students was to express their feelings ebout

having participated in the telecast itself. To be as part of any experiment

and, in particular, to be the first to do something that would have signi-

ficance on an international scale was of real consequence to them. The

reaction that was most important as far as the experiment was conca2!ned was

their feelings of achievement. To have actually spoken the language they

had been studying for three or four years and ava been understood by native

speakers of this language was to them most impressive. Of course they had

spoken Frendh in the classroom since the beginning of their studies; but until

one encounters native speakers of language and employs It successfully with

them, one is never quite convinced that classroom conversation had any

application to real life.
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Another educationallyeducationally important reaction was the impact £ the dramatic

kind of reinforcement the telecast gave to many items concerning French life

and culture. Examples of this were: the more formal clothing worn by the

students, the heavier academic program of a lyce4: and the relatively few

schooleoorganixad activities. Along with this, there was a reassessment of

their own school, with perhaps a greater appreciation of its advantages and

a new outlook towards its difference in goals, More striking in this instance

was each student's delight in the shared interest of young people of approxima-

tely their own age. After being made conscious of differences, they soon

realized that they shared tastes in modern music (including the Beatles),

in cars and driving, and in reading materials.

This brings us to the point of the implications of such a program for

the future. One can readily see its value toward increasing international

understanding* In this it would resemble the AmeAcan Field service and

other student exchange programs now in existence, with the added advantage

of directly and personally involving more persons than any of the present

programs with a similar goal could practical/y hope to do.

In the field of foreign language study, the motivational ao,,,ects ea*? such

a telecast are infiniCee HOW melt easier to teach a language skill to

someone who knows that he will have n opportunity to use this Skill its le

exchange with native speakers, conceivably at the end of one or two years

of study*

Althoagh lengusge study has a special interest in this type of exchange,

it is not too difficult to visealize the use of this method in other subject

fields. The field of social studies, for example, suggests many possibilities

for advantageous use of this technique: i.e., asking students in mother

country about their way of life, with the possibility of interrupting for



clarification of a point or challenging a statement; or trying to explain the

attitude of two governments towards each other.

The Principal of West Bend nigh School, Mr. A. G. Weiner, expressad

the future of this approach when he said, "Communication by satellite in the

future opens vistas for education in understanding the problems, traditions

oud customs of our neighbors. I can envision schools equipped with the

technical equipment that will enable a given teachers in smatter of minutes,

to contact a counterpart in almost any area of the world. With this kind

of communication, I am confident, we can make great strides toward solving

the problems of human relations."

Our task now is to make this kind of event a common experience in the

classroom. Our government has the means to do this and should consider

putting at least a 'one-room" satellite into stationary orbit almost imme-

diately. Later on we can add all the rooms necessary. We who grew' up in

the telephone age know that educators never used this valuable communications

tool in our classrooms. Now it is our obligation and responsibility to see

that television and communication satellites do not suffer the same fate.

The noted Canadian media theorist, Marshall Nbtuhan has predicted that

there will be international electric involvement of man to man which will

result in a global village. On May 31, 1965, we were privileged to witness

a glimpse of the future.



Footnotes

I,A11 records and correspondence related to this project are deposited
with the Mass Communications History Center of the State Historical Society
of tWisconsin in Madison; :Wise &mins. T.

The telastVas.delayed,for public broadcast in Madison only. It

was broadcast live throughout the whole of France.


